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Heralded single-photon source (HSPS) with competitive single photon purity and indistinguisha-
bility has become an essential resource for photonic quantum information processing. Here, for the
first time, we proposed a theoretical regime to enhance heralded single-photons generation by multi-
plexing the degree of the freedom of orbital angular momentum (OAM) of down-converted entangled
photon pairs emitted from a nonlinear crystal. Experimentally, a proof-of-principle experiment has
been performed through multiplexing three OAM modes. We achieve a 47% enhancement in single
photon rate. A second-order autocorrelation function g(2)(0) < 0.5 ensures our multiplexed her-
alded single photons with good single photon purity. We further indicate that an OAM-multiplexed
HSPS with high quality can be constructed by generating higher dimensional entangled state and
sorting them with high efficiency in OAM space. Our avenue may approach a good HSPS with the
deterministic property.

I. INTRODUCTION

Perfect single photon source, i.e., emitting indistin-
guishable single photon on-demand, is a fundamental el-
ement for realizing the quantum information processing,
such as linear quantum computations [1–3], cryptography
[4], and metrology [5]. In the last several decades, many
platforms have been made to develop such a source [6],
including quantum dots [7, 8], color centers in diamond
or 2D materials [6, 9], and molecules or atoms [10, 11].
Furthermore, we intend to obtain high-quality heralded
single-photon source (HSPS) by multiplexing certain de-
grees of the freedom (DOF) of photon [12, 13].

For a multiplexed HSPS, an essential resource is en-
tangled photon pairs emitted from nonlinear materials,
for instance, processes of spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC) and spontaneous four-wave mixing.
Many multiplexed HSPSs with high indistinguishability
have been demonstrated in various DOF of photon [14],
such as in spatial [15–17], temporal [18, 19], polarization
[20], spectral [21, 22], and in both spatial and temporal
[23, 24]. For the spatial multiplexing HSPS, the strat-
egy is to multiplex photon pairs in different spatial paths
into a single path with the help of the optical switch,
where one used to employ multiple basic units to gen-
erate photon pairs, i.e., arrayed silicon waveguides [15],
bulk crystals [12] and fibres [16]. The higher rate of the
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heralded single photon, the more basic units one needs,
which results in poor scalability. Temporal multiplex-
ing technology with one basic unit has good scalability.
However, a successful manipulation requires the complex
timing sequence [18] and sacrifices the repetition rate.
Another scheme with one basic unit is worked in spec-
tral mode [21, 22]. It is a very promising scheme to de-
velop multiplexed HSPS approaching to a deterministic
single photon source, while manipulating spectral modes
needs robust optical filtering otherwise very noisy [22],
or the performance of frequency shifting devices limiting
the number of modes [21]. Therefore, it is a valuable di-
rection to explore a unique high-performance HSPS with
a single basic unit multiplexed in new DOF of photon.

Recently, orbital angular momentum (OAM), a re-
markable DOF of photon with infinite dimensions, has
obtained increasing attentions and rapid developments
[25–28]. High-dimensional photonic state encoded with
vortex wavefront (eiLφ) can increase the information ca-
pacity, which is natural and quite essential for scal-
ability in quantum information applications. Much
progress of high-dimensional quantum state has been
achieved [26, 27], such as realizing or simulate mul-
tilevel quantum systems [29–33], generating a high-
dimensional maximally entangled state [34–38], and ex-
ploring the high-dimensional quantum computations, i.e.,
high-dimensional single-photon gate [39] and Bell ba-
sis [40]. Towards generating a high-dimensional entan-
gled state in OAM space for multiplexed HSPS, the
most common method is to engineer down concerted
photon pairs emitted from a nonlinear crystal through
the process of SPDC [29]. According to the OAM con-
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servation between signal, idler and pump photons, i.e.
Lp = Ls + Li, the output state can be written as∑∞
L=−∞ cL |L〉s |−L〉i, where the distribution of ampli-

tudes cL associates with the spiral bandwidth of entan-
gled two-photon state, which usually rapidly decreases as
the increase of topological number of OAM [41]. Previ-
ous works on multiplexed HSPS always focus on parts of
zero state, or Gaussian beam, and neglect the occupa-
tions of high orders in OAM space. Certainly, we cannot
ignore the amplitude of cL(|L| 6= 0), for example, the am-
plitudes of c±1 near the zero order have a considerable
value [41]. Therefore a high-efficiency and well scalable
multiplexed HSPS would be developed if the high-order
OAM parts employed in such system.

In this letter, we propose and experimentally investi-
gate a multiplexed HSPS in the OAM DOF of the photon.
First, we describe the fundamental principle to prove that
the single photon generations can be enhanced by multi-
plexing more OAM entangled photon pairs in the SPDC
process. Second, an ideal experimental regime is pro-
posed by using a feed-forward control system. Then, a
proof-of-principle HSPS is demonstrated by multiplex-
ing three OAM modes: c−1 |−1〉s |1〉i + c0 |0〉s |0〉i +
c1 |1〉s |−1〉i. Finally, we make a discussion about the
OAM-HSPS. In addition, some OAM mode sorting meth-
ods are posted in the appendix. In our experiment, the
enhancement of 47% is achieved compared to the only
one Gaussian mode. To verify that the OAM-HSPS is
indeed in the single-photon regime, we carry out the
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) experiment to mea-
sure the second-order autocorrelation function g(2)(τ).
A smaller g(2)(0) indicates a higher single photon purity
[42, 43]. We obtained the value of g(2)(0) = 0.097±0.011
for OAM-HSPS. The results clearly illustrate that the
OAM-HSPS is of good quality and is a promising avenue
for single photon-source. The only notable disadvantage
is the loss of the OAM-sorter, but it is an improvable fac-
tor during the multiplexing. In fact, it has been a valu-
able direction to reduce the losses and sorting-visibility in
sorting OAM modes [26]. We make a detailed discussion
in the appendix.

II. ENHANCEMENT OF SINGLE-PHOTON
GENERATIONS VIA MULTIPLEXING OAM

MODES

In the process of spontaneous parametric down con-
version (SPDC), the quantum fluctuations would be ne-
glected if the pump field is undepleted. And thus one can
describe the SPDC as a process of the optical paramet-
ric amplification (OPA) [44], where the down-conversion
state is given in the interaction picture:

|ψ〉SPDC = exp

[
− i

~

(
B
∑
k,l

∫ ∫
dωsdωifk,l(ωs, ωi)×

a
(s)†
k (ωs)a

(i)†
l (ωi) +H.c.

)]
|0〉

(1)

Where a
(s)†
k (ωs) , a

(i)†
l (ωi) represent the photon creating

operators in spatial k and l with frequency ωs and ωi; |0〉
is the vacuum state; fk,l(ωs, ωi) describes the correction
function in both spatial and spectrum degree of freedom
(DOF) of down converted photon, which is depended on
both nonlinear optical material and pump structure. If
one considers the only one DOF of the photon pairs, i.e.,
the spatial mode, the state can be written as [45]:

|ψ〉=⊗
k

√
1− γ2k

n=∞∑
n=0

γ2k

∣∣∣n(s)k , n
(i)
k

〉
(2)

where γk(= Pτk) describes the interaction parameter in-
cluding pump power P and the interaction constant τk

of the nonlinear material [46, 47];
∣∣∣n(s)k , n

(i)
k

〉
represents

n pair photon state containing n photons in k mode.
The probability of a successful heralding event containing
two-photon pairs in k mode is calculated by:

Prk(1, 1) = 〈ψ|
∣∣∣1(s)k , 1

(i)
k

〉〈
1
(s)
k , 1

(i)
k

∣∣∣ |ψ〉 (3)

Base on the Eq. (3), one can calculate the single counts
SCk(1, 1) = R0 × ηT × Prk(1, 1) and coincidence counts
CCk(1, 1) = R0×η2T ×Prk(1, 1), respectively [47]. When
k = 0, the prepared output state corresponds to the fa-

miliar forms of |ψ〉k=0=
√

1− γ2
∞∑
n=0

γ2
∣∣n(s), n(i)〉. One

can multiplex certain DOFs of photon to achieve an
HSPS close to ideal single photon source, i.e., temporal
modes [18], polarization [20], and spatial paths [15, 23].
However, most of case, there are some occupations in
high-order spatial mode [48, 49]. In that case, the prob-
ability of successful heralding event Prk(1, 1) and coinci-
dence CCk(1, 1) will increase linearly if we can success-
fully multiplex many k modes simultaneously. Very re-
cently, the frequency-multiplexing heralded sources have
been demonstrated in some works, i.e., Refs [21, 22]. By
considering the only situation of two photon pairs, the
state in Eq. 2 can be written in:

|ψ〉 = ⊗
k

√
1− γ2k

∑
k

γ2k

∣∣∣1(s)k , 1
(i)
k

〉
(4)

The state can be Schmidt decomposition in Laguerre
Gaussian modes [49]:

|ψ〉=
∑
lsps

∑
lipi

cls,lips,pi |1ls,ps〉 |1li,pi〉

=
∑
lsps

∑
lipi

cls,lips,pi |ls, ps〉 |li, pi〉
(5)

Where the coefficient cls,lips,pi= 〈ls, ps; li, pi |ψ〉 gives the
amplitude probability finding the photon pairs in cor-
responding spatial mode [37, 49]. If we don’t consider
the radial mode (p = 0) and successfully multiplex all of
the OAM modes, the probability of a successful heralding
event can be calculated:

Pr(ls, li) =
∑

l,k=−∞

clck =
∑
l−∞

c2l (6)
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FIG. 1. The enhancement for a three-dimensional maximally
entangled state. The x-axis represents the losses dependent
parameter; the y-axis is the enhancement defined in Eq. 7.
Here, Multi-All (blue and upper line) and Multi-Gaussian (red
and lower line) represent the enhancements with three OAM
modes and with one of modes, i.e., Gaussian mode, under the
multiplexing setup; The horizontal yellow line is the Gaussian
mode without the multiplexing setup. The vertical dashed
line represents the enhancement of the multiplexing source is
equal to only one Gaussian mode (marked on point A).

Where c0 is the amplitude probability for Gaussian mode,
no multiplexing situation. The single counts and coinci-
dence counts can be calculated in following [47]:

SCs(l) = R0 × ηs × Pr(ls) = R0 × ηT ×
∑
l

ηlc
2
l

SCi(l) = R0 × ηi × Pr(li) = R0 × ηT ×
∑
l

ηlc
2
l

CC(k) = R0 × η2T × Pr(ls) = R0 × η2T ×
∑
l

η2l c
2
l

where 1 − ηT represents the independent losses for all
the OAM modes; 1 − ηl shows the losses for different
OAM modes, i.e., the mode sorting efficiencies; R0 is a
constant. One can define the enhancement for OAM-
HSPS in the probability of a successful heralding even
(coincident counts) with respect to the only Gaussian
mode:

Γ =
CC (k)

CC(k = 0)
=

R0 × η2T ×
∑
l

η2l c
2
l

R0 × η2T × c2l=0

=

∑
l

η2l c
2
l

c2l=0

(7)

In the Eq. 7, one can find that the more OAM modes
are multiplexed; the higher enhancement Γ is obtained.
The enhancement is strongly dependent on losses 1−ηl in
mode sorting. In Fig. 1, we plot the relationship between
losses and enhancements, where we assume that the in-
put is a three-dimensional maximum entangled state:
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FIG. 2. The principle of the OAM-HSPS. a, the schematic
of multiplexing OAM modes. b, the simple regime for OAM-
HSPS. High-dimensional entangled photon pairs (signal and
idler photons) are from the process of SPDC. The state |L〉s
of signal photon will be converted instantly to a signal photon
without vortex phase triggered by the heralding signal.

|−1〉 + |0〉 + |1〉, and the losses for all the OAM mode
are equally. In Fig. 1, the blue (upper) line is the en-
hancement in photon generation for multiplexing source,
and the red (lower) line is Gaussian mode including losses
from the mode sorting and collection etc. One can find
that the multiplexing source will get the enhancements
compared without multiplexing. The yellow (horizon-
tal) line is the situation of without multiplexing, only
one Gaussian mode, where we don’t consider the losses.
One should note that there is a limited value in losses
marked by purple (vertical) dashed line, which illustrates
the multiplexing regime is better than without multiplex-
ing. For a d-dimensional maximum state, it is 1/

√
d.

III. AN IDEAL REGIME TO REALIZE OAM
MODE MULTIPLEXING

In Fig. 2, we propose an ideal regime to realize an
OAM-HSPS. The element source is the entangled pho-
ton pairs from the process of SPDC. By considering the
only azimuthal variable of L, the state can be written
as
∑∞
L=−∞ cL |L〉s |−L〉i[41]. Here,the state |L〉s |−L〉i

represents one signal photon in the spatial mode of Ls
and another idler photon in the spatial mode of −Li.
cL represents the amplitudes for each OAM entangled
photon pairs, sometimes associated with Schmidt num-
ber [41, 49]. In general, the Schmidt number is not equal
to 1, and the single mode condition is difficult to meet
in experiment [41]. Therefore, multiplexing high-order
OAM modes is beneficial to increase the probability of a
successful heralding event. Fig. 2(b) shows the principle
of the feed-forward controlling regime, where the idler
photons are heralding photons, and the signal photons
are heralded ones. The idler photons are sorted to one of
the paths based on the value of −Li through an OAM-
sorter. Later, the idler photon |−L〉i is detected by a
single photon detector (Dn) for generating a heralding
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FIG. 3. Schematics for OAM-HSPS. A narrow bandwidth 780
nm laser beam (Ti: sapphire, MBR110, Coherent) pumps
a type-II Periodically Poled Potassium Titanyl Phosphate
(PPKTP,1 × 2 × 10 mm3). The beam of signal and idler
photons in the center of PPKTP are exactly imaged on the
planes of two SLMs, i.e. SLM-s and SLM-i, by using a convex
lens. Signal and idler photons are separated by a polarization
beam splitter (PBS). Both SLM-s and SLM-i are encoded
with opposite phases with blazed grating.

electronic signal. In the meantime, the entangled signal
photon |L〉s arrive at an OAM-converter; after passing
through the OAM-converter, the vortex phase exp(iLsφ)
of the signal photon is converted instantly to a plane
phase (Ls = 0) for uses. Fig. 2(a) shows the simplified
diagram of the OAM-HSPS. By adding more and more
OAM modes, the heralded photons will yield a consid-
erable improvement compared with only one Gaussian
mode.

For the scheme in Fig. 2 with an actively feed-forward
element, i.e., a high-speed SLM, there is only reflection
loss in mode sorting, and thus we can realize the maxi-
mum enhancement in Eq. 7. In the overall process of the
multiplexing, two essential elements are needed, i.e., an
OAM-sorter with high-efficiency and an OAM-converter
with high-speed. Many OAM-sorters have been demon-
strated, such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers-based [50]
and spatial light modulators-based [26, 51]. In interfer-
ometric method of Ref. [50], we have to use numerous
optical elements,i.e., dove lens, for separating three OAM
modes, which is not suitable in our demonstration. By
performing a Cartesian to log-polar coordinate transfor-
mation [51], we can efficiently sort several OAM modes.
However, we need even three SLMs and the global sorting
efficiency will be declined. A high-quality OAM-sorter
with sorting as many as possible modes is still missing. In
the appendix, we list some effective methods to sort OAM
photon. Meanwhile, the performance of OAM-converter
is also far from perfect. For instance, the input frame
rate of commercial SLMs is limited to several hundred
Hertz.

The feed-forward controlling scheme needs an ideal
OAM sorter, while none of which are of high-speed
and high-efficiency. In our proof-of-principle experiment,
we employ two SLMs to sort OAM mode using Forked
diffraction blazing to indirectly prove that the enhance-
ment in Eq. 7. Here, all of the mode is unconditionally
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FIG. 4. The spatial distributions and HOM interference
curves of down-converted photon pairs. a: The coincidence
are measured for OAM eigenstates from |−4〉 to |4〉. The
pump is a Gaussian beam at 780 nm, two SLMs load the
corresponding OAM eigenstates of the pure phase. b and c:
The HOM interference curves for down-conversion states of
|0〉s |0〉i and |1〉s |−1〉i. Each data of coincidence is recorded
in one second.

converted into Gaussian mode with the conversion effi-
ciency 1/N . Although the employed OAM-sorters and
-converters are not ideal, the demonstration can be as
a good proof-of-principle experiment for OAM-HSPS in
our work.

IV. THE SETUP FOR A
PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE HSPS

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 3. Pho-
ton pairs occupied in three OAM modes are utilized, i.e.,
c−1 |−1〉s |1〉i , c0 |0〉s |0〉i , c1 |1〉s |−1〉i. For the heralding
side, the OAM-sorter, including a SLM-i, is used to con-
vert three OAM modes into three different spatial Gaus-
sian modes. After the mode sorting, the modes |−1〉i,
|0〉i and |1〉i are detected by three single photon de-
tectors, i.e., D1, D2, and D3, respectively. The OAM
mode-sorting is realized by loading a complex phase
of Arg(e1×ψ)eikd−1 +Arg(e0×ψ)eikd0 +Arg(e−1×ψ)eikd1

onto the SLM-i, where the phase of Arg(e−Li×ψ) is used
to flat the vortex phase of the input photon; eikdLi repre-
sents a displacement operation for the OAM mode of |Li〉
[52, 53]. What we need to pay attention to is the above
method exist an efficiency of 1/3 for one of input modes,
for example, the state will be |0〉D1 + |−1〉D2 + |−2〉D3
if the input state is |−1〉i. For the heralded side, we
employ a SLM-s to realize the function of the OAM-
converter, where the acquired phase is similar to the sit-
uation of OAM-sorter beside the displacement operation,
dLs = 0. After passing through the OAM-converter, all
of the modes |L〉s of signal photon is converted to |0〉s
with a probability of 1/3, and mode |0〉s is filtered and
collected by using a single mode fiber.
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In our proposal, we sort the heralding photon to differ-
ent ports based on the corresponding OAM, e.g. D1, D2
in Fig. 2 (OAM sorter). Therefore, this type of proposal
regime avoids the continually switching SLMs. Actually,
we can adjust the time sequence of the idler photon |L〉i
to demonstrate equally the enhancement in the original
protocol (see Fig. 3).

V. RESULTS OF ENHANCEMENTS IN
PHOTON GENERATIONS

Considering three OAM entangled modes
c−1 |−1〉s |1〉i + c0 |0〉s |0〉i + c1 |1〉s |−1〉i, the coincidence
rate for each OAM entangled mode is proportional
to the coefficient c20 and c2±1. By multiplexing three
OAM modes, the enhancement can be improved of
1 + 2ξ2 in contrast to a single Gaussian mode (see
supplementary material), where ξ = |c1|/|c0| represents
the scale of enhancement, for example, for the case with
only Gaussian mode[48, 54], there is no enhancement
due to ξ = 0; for the three-dimensional maximum
entanglement state [37], all the amplitudes is equally
(|c±1| = |c0|), and the enhancement is up to 3; higher
dimension corresponds to a higher rate of HSPS. In
our experiment, the value of 2ξ2 is 0.446, which can be
measured by the spatial distributions of down-converted
photons. Fig. 4(a) shows the results for the spatial
distributions of down-converted photons in OAM space,
where x(y)-axis represents the pure OAM eigen states
from -4 to 4; z axis is the coincidence recorded in one
second.

Firstly, we check the indistinguishability between dif-
ferent OAM modes in frequency domain. The compo-
nents in the dashed box, using to test the second-order
autocorrelation function as shown in Fig. 3, are removed.
A fiber beam splitter is added into two paths of both
signal and idler, where the tunable positioning systems
are inserted to adjust the optical path difference [55].
By using a SLM, the vortex photon with non-Gaussian
transverse mode structure is converted into the Gaussian
mode. The results for Gaussian and OAM modes are de-
picted in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. The error bars were stan-
dard deviations, assuming all the coincidences follows
Poisson’s distributions. Based on the fitting curves, we
obtained the visibilities 95.38%±0.7% and 86.84%±1.1%
for the Gaussian (|0〉s |0〉s) and OAM modes(|1〉s |−1〉i),
respectively. Because of the crosstalk and imperfect over-
lap between the phase in SLM and actual distributions
of photons, the visibility of |1〉s |−1〉i is a bit low than
the Gaussian mode. The inferred spectral bandwidths
[56, 57] for |0〉s |0〉i and |1〉s |−1〉i are the same value of
2.67nm, which illustrate that they are identical in the
spectral domain. If we flat the vortex phase of nonzero
OAM modes simultaneously, they will be identical in
temporal, spatial and spectral domains, which ensures
that we can construct an HSPS by multiplexing OAM
modes.

Then, to verify that the output OAM-HSPS maintains
the single-photon characters, we measured the second-
order autocorrelation function g(2)(τ) = Cs1,s2,i(τ) ·
Ci/Ci,s1(τ) · Ci,s2(0) of single and after multiplexing
sources. Here, Cs1,s2,i(τ) is the three-fold coincidence
between the signal of s1 and s2 separated by a beam
splitter (the dashed box in Fig. 3) and the idler of i;
Ci,s1(τ) and Ci,s2(0) represent two-fold coincidences be-
tween idler and s1, and s2, respectively; Ci is the num-
ber of clicks of idler, the heralding counts. τ is the de-
lay between heralded s1 and heralding i, which is usu-
ally on a magnitude of nanoseconds [43]. To measure
g(2)(τ), we employ the most common method, HBT se-
tups [42, 47]. In our setups, the components in the dashed
box shown in Fig. 3 are the HBT setups for measuring
the property of the heralded photons. First, we measure
the g(2)(τ) for the single OAM modes, where the phases
encoded in SLM-s/SLM-i are |1〉s / |−1〉i, |0〉s / |0〉i, and

|−1〉s / |1〉i, respectively. The obtained g(2)(0) is shown
by orange coloured bars in the Fig. 5(c), and the over-
all measurements of g(2)(τ) for |0〉s / |0〉i is plotted in
the Fig. 5(a). Here, the x-axis is the delays and the
coincidence windows is 1.6 ns. Then, we measure the
g(2)(0) of the OAM-HSPS. Here, the phases for two SLMs
are |1〉s + |0〉s + |−1〉s and |−1〉i eikd−1 + |0〉i eikd0 or

|0〉i eikd0 + |1〉i eikd1 . The corresponding values of g(2)(0)
are plotted by blue coloured bars in Fig. 5(d). Be-
cause of the different collected efficiency between mode
of |1〉 and |−1〉 during the measurement, the measured
g(2)(0) of |1〉 + |0〉 is a bit higher than the situation
of |−1〉 + |0〉. Nevertheless, all the measured values of
g(2)(0) are around 0.1, which shows the OAM-HSPS with
good single photon purity and close to true single photon
source. Also, we measure the value of g(2)(0) of OAM-
HSPS with the increase of pump power, which are in-
serted below Fig. 5(a), where the OAM-HSPS with two
OAM modes, |−1〉 + |0〉, is the left one (Fig. 5(b)), and
with |1〉+ |0〉 is the right one (Fig. 5(c)), respectively.

Finally, we measure the OAM-HSPS rates with var-
ious pump powers. These results are plotted in Fig.
5(e), where green square), red triangle, and blue cross
dots show the coincidence with the modes of |−1〉i |1〉s,
|0〉i |0〉s, and |1〉i |−1〉s, respectively; the purple circle one
gives the result of OAM-HSPS after multiplexing. Based
on four fitting curves, we can infer the enhancement of
HSPS with three OAM modes of 1.47, or 47% increase,
which is lower than the theories where the enhancement
should be 1.89 for our system(ξ2 = 0.446). The main rea-
son is that the asymmetrical losses between Gaussian and
high-order modes during the projection measurements.
One should note that this enhancement is compared with
multiplexing three OAM modes and only one Gaussian
mode, like the lines of blue and red lines in Fig.1. For
such a state, the value of limited value (like point A in

Fig. 1) is 0.83 (
√

1/(1 + 2η)) beyond the only Gaussian
mode without multiplexing.

Furthermore, we measured the coincidence-to-
accidental coincidence ratio (CAR). In the ideal case,
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FIG. 5. The results of second-order auto correlation function g(2)(τ) and rates of the single and multiplexing OAM-HSPS. a:

The distributions g(2)(τ) of |0〉s / |0〉i;where error bars are estimated using Poisson statistics; the measured average g(2)(0) =

0.048 ± 0.003. b and c: The relationship between the value of g(2)(0) and pump power for two OAM modes of |−1〉 + |0〉
and |0〉 + |1〉, respectively. d: The average g(2)(0) for single or OAM-HSPS. The coincidences during the measurement of

g(2)(τ) are recorded over 40 seconds, and the pump is the Gaussian beam with the power of 77 mW. The average measured

g(2)(0) = 0.094±0.017, 0.083±0.008, 0.120±0.019, 0.109±0.012,and 0.084±0.009 for single and multi modes. e: The heralded
single-photon rates from OAM modes of |−1〉(green square dot), |0〉(red triangle dot), |1〉(blue cross dot), and after multiplexing
(purple circle dot) are plotted as a range of input powers. f: The CAR obtained from the same conditions of a, where a subfigure
is inserted into the top right Fig. 5(f) to show the CAR versus coincidence counts. Lines are linear fits to the data. In Fig. 5(e)
and (f), the coincidence counts are presented in unit time (1 second), while the coincidences in the measurement are recorded
20 seconds. In Fig. 5(e) and (f), the coincidence in Gaussian mode |0〉 are recorded under the situation of multiplexing, which
includes the losses in mode sorting. The comparison is like the upper blue and lower red lines in Fig. 1.

the CAR (≈ Pr(n = 1)/Pr(n = 2)) represents the ratio
of probability between two- and four- photon pairs,
which is decreased as the pump power[15, 21]. The
corresponding CAR is depicted in Fig. 5(f), where the
colors and shapes of date represent the same meaning as
in Fig. 5(e). Similar to the result of another multiplexing
systems [15, 16], the CAR has a rapid decrease as the
increase of pump power in our systems. For studying
the CAR versus coincidence counts, we also insert a
subfigure into the top right Fig. 5(f). The results
illustrate a fact that the CAR of multiplexed HSPS does
improve under the same coincidence.

We did not directly measure the distinguishability
of single photons from our source. But for our ex-
perimental setup, we conjecture that they should be

nearly indistinguishable. Because all the vortex pho-
ton with non-Gaussian transverse mode structure is si-
multaneously converted into the Gaussian mode, i.e.,
{|−1〉 , |0〉 , |1〉}− > {|0〉 , |0〉 , |0〉}, we can’t distinguish
definitely where the photon state |0〉 comes from each of
OAM photon pair, which ensures the distinguishability
in spatial DOF. The HOM interferences for single OAM
photon pair ensure they are identical in the frequency
domain. Also, the multiplexed single photon source is
indistinguishability in DOFs of temporal and polariza-
tion because of the same optical path and polarization.
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Methods OAM-mode Efficiency Advantages Ref.
Interferometer with Dove lens Odd and even mode 100% in principle High-sorting visibility [50, 58]

Forked diffraction blazing Arbitrary OAM mode Linear losses of 1/N The less optical elements [26, 52]
Log-polar coordinate transformation Arbitrary OAM mode 100% in principle The high-sorting visibility [51, 59, 60]

TABLE I. The main methods for OAM mode sorting.

VI. DISCUSSION

We experimentally investigate an HSPS by multiplex-
ing the multi-mode of down-converted photon pairs emit-
ted from the nonlinear crystal. The photon rate of OAM-
HSPS obtained a considerable enhancement of 47% by
multiplexing three OAM modes. A small second-order
autocorrelation function value g(2)(0) illustrates that the
generated photons are with high single photon purity.
The enhancement can be improved in further if we de-
crease the overall losses in the system. The losses of the
system, mainly caused by the OAM sorting and convert-
ing method employed in our experiment, limit the overall
HSPS rate. Nevertheless, the overall losses do not affect
the enhancement of multiplexing OAM modes in princi-
ple.

In the future, we plan to conduct some significant ex-
plorations of the demonstrated protocol. On the one
hand, our proof-of-principle OAM-HSPS shows that we
can construct a good HSPS by multiplexing more OAM
modes, i.e., by multiplexing high-dimensional entangled
state in OAM space [34], or high-dimensional maximally
entangled state [37, 38, 61]. Recently, we realized an ar-
bitrary superposition state of even 50 OAM modes, an
analogous OAM-Schrödinger cat state in Ref [31], so this
platform for OAM-HSPS is with excellent scalability. On
the other hand, the theoretical protocol proposed in this
article can be directly realized in some new micro- ma-
terials supporting the spatial modes, i.e., the photonic
chip [62, 63], where we can reduce the losses in mode-
coupling and sorting.

We believe that our works can be considered an im-
portant first step towards reaching a high-quality and
well-scalability HSPS. The unsolved challenges are to im-
plement a lossless OAM-sorter working with as more as
possible OAM modes. Because the manipulation of a

lossless OAM-sorter is still a well-defined problem, it has
a great potential for the development of a highly efficient
OAM-based HSPS.
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Appendix A: The methods for sorting OAM modes

The biggest advantages for OAM-HSPS is well scalable
in dimension. However, it is still a challenge to realize
a perfect OAM sorter for many OAM modes. Various
OAM sorters have been made to reduce the losses and
mode cross talk. We listed some mainstream methods in
table 1 to construct an OAM sorter.

The methods used in our manuscript is the ’Forked
diffraction blazing ’, where the advantage is of only one
optical element (SLM), while the sorting-efficiency will
reduce around 1/N. For two other methods in the above
table, the sorted efficiency can be improved in princi-
ple, while the most significant disadvantage is that there
needs many optical elements, i.e., three SLMS needs in
the method of Log-Polar transformation, which increase
the overall losses inevitably. The quality of OAM-based
HSPS will be improved by reducing the losses further by
using more efficient schemes in the future.
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